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N SOUTH, ed. by K. M.
•eally like on the Southern

War, described by al-
n•s native, Northern and
Dolly Madison, Olmstead,
Fanny Kemple and Wade

lortfolio of plantation views
Sale $1.98

YORK, by F. A. Horn. Over
ffective trade-marks, direct
y and labels from all over
.35. Sale $1.98

OF LINE ILLUSTRATION
Slaniland. The basic draw-

nechanical aids, the use of
s. diagrams, maps, etc., ex-
chemists, engineers et al. 200
5.00. Sale $1.98

ND CARTOONING by Ar.
and shows how the amateur

lagazine articles, newspaper
ers specific projects from the
printing, how to draw and
fusely illustrated with ex-

Sale SI:98
HE DARWINIAN REVOLU-
immelfarb. A brilliant study
ical and scientific of Dar-
)iscusses his background and
fic validity of his theories,

and reactions of the clergy,
public to Darwinism. Pub.

Sale $1.98

LJTIER, by Joanna Richard-
'life and times" of the versa-
- painter, poet, critic, eccen-
e author of "Mademoiselle de
peer of Hugo, Sainte-Beuve
Pub. at $6.00 Sale $1.98

BLANKET DAYS, by T. H.
Ix war whoops. thundering
rce clashes between pro- and
the exciting autobiography of

and scout who backed his
a smoking rifle and a cour-

t $4.50 Sale $1.98

F MOTIVES, by Kenneth
es of moving men to action
can read this book without
that he did not know about

d his species." Mark Van
Sale $1.98

es MEET MR. LINCOLN.
, Hyatt. A thrilling fusion of
Is, prints and drawings from
a text that reaches into therar leader. Over 100 illustra-

dner, and the choicest items
tions. Pub. at $5.00. Sale $1.98

ADITION IN AMERICA, ed.
ing forth from every page of
thology are the tremendous
ginality of America's humor.
of Mark Twain, Edgar Allen
din; the tales of Davy Crock-
Washington Irving a won-
ith insights and laughter. Pub.

Sale $1.98

KY AND MURDER, by Ed-
iixteen thrilling tales of true
slave ship that flew the Newg, the Capt-'n Joseph Whiteprofessors murder, and a de-

Lizzie Borden case. Fully illus.
Sale $1.98
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113. GERTRUDE STEIN: Her Life and Work, by
Elizabeth Sprigge. Highly readable account of a
remarkable woman, her work, her friends and ene-
mies, and the America and France of which she
was a part. Her life, touched all the great names
in literature and the arts of her lime: William
James, Hemingway, Wilder, Picasso. Apellinaire,
etc. "What a complete and moving and wonderful
book!"—Kay Boyle. 17 pp. of illus. Pub. at $5.00

Sale $2.98

114. ESSAYS ON THE GITA. by Sri Aurobindo.
A luminous interpretation of the famous Bhagavad
Gita as a practical guide to finding the highest
spiritual life on earth. The great Indian thinker has
synthesized the thought of the East and West. Pub.
at $6.50. Sale $2.98

115. Japan Today—THE BRIDGE OF THE BRO-
CADE SASH. by Sacheverell Sitwell. Perceptive
picture of the land which has remained the same
for centuries in art, crafts and ancient traditions,
but which has changed drastically in recent years
in its economic and social structure. Contains beau-
tiful word portraits of the people and their occupa-
tions, exquisite tea houses, temples and the fascin-
ating cities of Tokyo and Kyoto. 55 color and black
and white illustrations. Pub. at $8.50. Sale $2.98

116. COLLECTORS' ITEMS, by Olive Cook and
Edwin Smith. Over 250 subjects for the collector,
from aquatints to wool-pictures, described and illu-
strated (many in superb full-color) from the pages
of Britain's famed "Saturday Book." A masterpiece
of modern book-making. Pub. at $4.50 .. Sale $2.98

117. HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHICAL SYSTEMS,
ed. by Vergilius*Ferm. Informative and stimulating
summaries of all the major philosophies and schools
of thought, classic and modern, by 41 eminent au-
thorities. 662 pp. Pub. at. $6.00. Sale $2.98

118. COLLECTING MODEL TRAINS, by L.
Hertz. The only introduction and complete guide
to this rapidly-growing hobby. Detailed advice for
the beginner or old hand on what to look for. where
to look, and how much to pay. 195 plates. illustra-
ting over 1.000 models. Pub, at $3.75 ....Sale $2.98

119. THE MIND AND ART OF HENRY ADAMS,
by'J. C. Levenson. A brilliant and authoritative
study of the strange and inaccessible heir of presi-
dents who wrote the greatest history of the United
States and two immortal books—Mont-Saint-Mich-
el and Chartres and The Education of Henry Ad-
ams. A revelation to the general reader; a helpful
guide to the student. Illus. Pub. at $6.00. Sale $2.98

120. THE NEW ARCHITECTURE IN GREAT BRI-
TAIN, by E. D. Mills. A detailed study of fifteen
representative buildings, considering planning,
technical, economic and aesthetic aspects., From
houses and churches to factories and fiats. these
British examples show great efficiency and utility
without loss of beauty. Hundreds of photographs
and scale drawings. Pub. at $9.00 Sale $2.98

121. THE FIRESIDE BOOK OF FISHING, ed. by
Raymond R. Camp. Forty-two selections from the
great literature of angling will bring hours and
hours of reading enjoyment to anyone who ever
baited a hook. Stephen Vincent Benet, Hemingway,
Ben Ames Williams and Philip Wylie are among
the forty-odd contributors of fact. fiction ai:id an
occasional dollop of instruction. Decorative illus.
by William K. Plummer. Deluxe library edition.
Pub. at $6.50. tale $2.98

122. FANTASTIC SOUTH AMERICA, by H. L.
Williams. This exciting volume unfolds the drama
of each of the countries of the "continent of the
future" from prehistoric times to the present: the
coming of the first Americans 20,000 years ago; the
ravages of the Conquistadores; the civilization of
the Incas; natural and human resources; struggles
for independence—the whole fabric of their social
and economic potentials. 66 photos, Pub. at $6.00.

Sale $2.98

63. Edmund Wilson A PIECE OF MY MIND.
"Reflections at Sixty" by the great American lit-
erary critic. Provocative essays on religion, educa-
tion, science, sex, the Jews, Russia, plus a bril-
liant autobiographical chapter. Pub. at $3.50.

Sale $1.98

64. JOHNSON AND BOSWELL: The Story of
Their Lives, by Hesketh Pearson. A highly read-
able and authoritative combined biography of two
of the most colorful personalities in English life
and literature, by the famed biographer of Wilde,
Shaw and Disraeli. Illus. Pub. at $5.50

.. Sale $1.98

65. THUNDER AT HARPER'S FERRY, by Allan
Keller. A stirring hour-by-hour account of the mo-
mentous raid that inflamed a nation on the eve of
the Civil War and forever branded into its con-
science the titanic figure of John Brown and the
21 heroic men who followed Min in his ill-fated
attempt to abolish slavery. Illus. Pub. at $4.95.

Sale $1.98

66. BUFFALO BILL AND THE WILD WEST, by
H. B. Sell and Victor Weybright. First pictorial
biography of the West's most colorful hero Wil-
liam F. Cody, Indian fighter, hunter, scout, inter-
national showman, and darling of royalty and pres-
idents. Illustrated with 137 halftones and 39 line-
cuts. Pub. at $6.95. Sale $1.98

*2.98 EACH
107. PARIS—The City of Lights. A book of 175
photographs by Andre Martin. Intro, by Andre
Maurots, Aliving portrait of the city which has
charmed millions through the ceniuries. Les Halles,
the Moulin Rouge, the Tuileries Gardens, the Op-
era, quaint streets and broad avenues all caught
with photographic artistry Special $2.98

108. LONDON, a book of photographs by 11. S. Ma-
gowan. The glorious city which survvied four holo-
causts, perceptively captured in 150 superb studies
of its people and places—Buckingham Palace, So-
ho, Trafalgar Square. Picadilly Circus, children at
play and busy marketplaces. London in all its
loveliness and squalor, gaiety and sobriety, monu-
mentality and anonymity, by day and night.

Special $2.98

109, FLORENCE. a book of photographs by L. Do-
.

nati. A picture-study of the uniquely beautiful city
—home of Dante, Michelangelo. da Vinci, Boccac-
cio. Giotto, Galileo, captured in 174 superbly evoca-
tive photographs. Captions in English, French,
Germans. - Special $2.98

110. Herbert Read on ART AND INDUSTRY. With
96 pages of captioned photos. The famous art critic
defines what a work of art is, sets forth practical
principles for creating beautiful works of art by
machine and contrasts ancient examples of good
design with over 100 machine-made products the
world over. Pub. at $6.00 Sale $2.98

HI. POPULAR MATHEMATICS, by Denning
Miller. The eight mathematical branches from
arithmetic to calculus are here explained for actual
enjoyment, as well as practical understanding and
application. This intriguing blend of simple-as-can-
be instruction and historical background from
Plot° to Einstein, is the perfect Math book for all.
616 pages, profusely illustrated. Orig. pub. at $5.00.

Sale $2.98

112. T. S. Eliot—THE INVISIBLE POET, by Hugh
Kenner. Although Eliot is the 20th century's most
powerful literary influence, his work requires the
new critical approach that Professor Kenner bril-
liantly supplies in this integrated survey of the
man, his milieu and his work—the poems, criti-
cism and plays. Pub. at $5.00 Sale $2.98
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132. Danle's THE DIVINE COMEDY. Illustrated
by Gustave Dore. Trans. by L. G.•White. A beau-
tiful gift edition of the immortal keystone of world
literature. Pub, at $6.50, Sale $3.96

133. A HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE
In Two Volumes, by Harry J. Carman and Harold
C. Syrett, both ofColumbiaUniversity, The whole
sweep of American history from our European
beginnings through the "Cold War," with special
emphasis on economic and social history. Scores
Of illustrations, maps, tables, appendices contain-
ing the texts of important documents. The annotat-ed' bibliography has been called the best available
for all aspects of our national life. Over 1500 pp.
Pub. at $13.50 Sale—the 2 'Vols.—s3.9B
134. GEORGE BERNARD SHAW: Man of the Cen•
fury, by Archibald Henderson. The authorized, but
uninhibited, biography of the twentieth century's
greatest man of letters. This book is actually a
collaboration between author and subject from
1903 to Shaw's death in 1950. Every aspect of Shaw
covered in full: the plays, the essays, the moun-
tainous corrermondence on every subject from
vegetarianism to. Soviet Russia, Over 950_,pages; 711
illustrations of Shaw and scenes from productions
of his most famous plays. Pub. at $12.00. Sale $3.98

135. ELIZABETH I AND HER PARLIAMENTS,
by J. E. Neale. Here intwo handsome volumes are
over 800 pages of exciting and authoritative history
—the whole mighty drama of the 25-year-old girl
who ascended a shaky throne and conquered by
sheer power of personality and intelligence. This
is thrillingly told by Sir John Neale, the greatest
authority on the Queen and her era. Contempor-
ary .illus. Pub. at $12.00. Sale 2 vols. $3.98

136. MODERN GERMAN PAINTING, by It K.
Roethel. 80 illustrations, 60 in Full-Color. Lavish
collection of the paintings and graphic art of the
Expressionists (Brucke, Blau Reiter, Bauhaus, etc.)
as well as all the individual great artists from 1900
to the present, 9'..x127'8". Pub. at $7.50. Sale $3.98

137. A BOOK OF MADONNAS. by F. Bizeina. Full-
page and black and white illustrations of religions
masterpieces by Czechoslovakian artists of the Mid-
dle Ages. Valuable text on the religious temper
and outlook of the time. 9','2x13 1;i:". Special $3.98

GOOD BOOKS FOR
YOUNGER READERS

171. I'D LIKE TO BE, by S. Remes. A Pilot?
Policeman? Farmer? Fireman. 15 exciting ex-
amples of "big" people at work for the imagin-
ative youngster who wants to play at being
"grown up." Illustrated in color throughout.

Special $1

172. MIRANDA THE PANDA IS ON THE VER-
ANDA, by P Highsmith. A collection of de-
lightful animal rhymes, accompanied by hilar-
ious drawings. (3 up). Pub. at $2.50. ....Sale $1

173. FARMYARD ADVENTURES, by S. Stochl.
Snap, the dog, tells about the antics and unus-
ual friendships among his cohorts. (4-Up). Pho-

Sale $1tos. Pub. at $2.50
174. SING A SONG OF SIXPENCE and Other
Nursery Rhymes. Over fifty favorite nursery
rhymes, each delightfully illustrated in full co-
lor, to captivate the young. Every page in color,
large. format. Special $1
175' THE STORY OF HANS ANDERSEN. by
Esther Meynell. Illus. with porteaits, sketches
and facsimilies. A sympathetic account of the
life of the great Danish writer, revaeling his un-
usual temperament and genius. (Ages 10 up).
Pub. at $2.50. Sale $1


